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Abstract

This research aims to find the differences and similarities of mood types and describe the interpretation of mood types used in the speeches of Steve Jobs as a businessman and Barack Obama as a politician. The design of the research is descriptive qualitative. The result of this research shows that both of the speeches have three types of mood, they are declarative, interrogative and imperative. From the data results, it can be concluded that there are a difference and two similarities of mood types found in the speeches and the interpretation of mood types used in the speeches. At the conclusion of the research, the researchers suggest for students of college and further researcher to analyze mood types in another sources, such as in form of poem or advertisement.

Abstrak

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, communication through a speech is an important thing related to the oral transmission of thoughts to audience. By communicating orally, language is a tool used to communicate and interact with people in delivering and expressing thoughts, ideas, concepts, or feelings. In having communication, people have to understand the speaker’s language because it is as a means of individual expression. Sometimes, in communication, people can not really understand the message which delivered by the speaker and it causes a misunderstanding. So, without language people can not have a good communication with one another because it is understandable and very functional in communication. Stubbs (1983) said that language has function to get message from others and persuade the addressee of some point of view.

Talking about function of language in communication, Halliday (1994) stated that language is a system for making meaning and he divided it into three main kinds of meaning: ideational, interpersonal, and textual meaning. This research emphasizes to the interpersonal meaning that is about relationship with others and our attitude to each other. It focuses on the interactivity of language and it can be realised through selections from the system of mood, especially used in the speech. According to Halliday in Matthiessen (2004), there are three general types of mood: declarative, interrogative, and imperative.

Related to mood types analysis, the researchers are interested in analysing the speeches of Steve Jobs and Barack Obama who have different profession, Steve Jobs is as a great businessnessman who leads the company of Apple Inc and Pixar Animation, and Barack Obama is as an American politician. From the different profession of the speakers, their speeches are assumed having different contents and meanings caught by the audience and they also contain of various mood types.

For the previous research is in the article of Ye (2010) in analysing the interpersonal metafunction of Barack Obama’s speech, showed that the mood type that was dominant used in the speech was declarative mood because the political speech carried of a political mission that was functioned as statements to give as much as possible information and demand services to the audience in his presidential election campaign, and also to offer certain messages such as making promises and inspiring people by showing his political attitude and assumption.

Taking insight from the background above, this research takes two speeches which are from Steve Jobs and Barack Obama, and poses these questions: What What are the differences and the similarities of the mood types used in Steve Jobs’ and Barack Obama’s speeches?What is the interpretation of the mood types used in the speeches of Steve Jobs and Barack Obama?

RESEARCH METHOD

The design of the research is descriptive qualitative. The result of this research shows that both of the speeches have three types of mood, they are declarative, interrogative and imperative.

FINDING AND DISCUSSION

FINDING

In classifying the type of mood, the researchers identified the subject and finite in every clause in the speech scripts of Steve Jobs and Barack Obama. The classification was based on the order of subject and finite. While the order of mood is subject and finite, the mood is declarative. While the order of mood is finite and subject, the mood is interrogative. If the order of mood is finite only, subject only, or there is no mood elements, it belongs to imperative mood.

The following is the table of the number of mood types found in the speech scripts of Steve Jobs and Barack Obama.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mood Types</th>
<th>Steve Jobs</th>
<th>Barack Obama</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Declarative mood</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interrogative mood</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperative mood</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>702</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The Number and the Percentage of Mood Types Found in the Speech Scripts of Steve Jobs and Barack Obama.
Based on table 1, it could be seen that the speech scripts of Steve Jobs and Barack Obama have completed mood types that consist of declarative, interrogative, and imperative mood. In the speech script of Steve Jobs, it has 325 clauses which consist of 302 clauses of declarative mood which are marked in form of statement clauses, 4 clauses of interrogative mood in the clauses of question, and 19 clauses of imperative mood in the clauses of command. While, in the speech script of Barack Obama, it contains of 377 clauses which consist of 356 clauses of declarative mood in form of statement clauses, 8 clauses of interrogative mood which are signed in form of question clauses, and 13 clauses of imperative mood which are in form of command clauses.

**DISCUSSION**

Discussion presents the mood types found in the speeches of Steve Jobs and Barack Obama. It is discussed with some examples and brief explanation of each analysis. From the total number of mood types, the researchers got differences and similarities of mood types used in the speeches of Steve Jobs and Barack Obama.

**The Differences of Mood Types Found in the Speech Scripts of Steve Jobs and Barack Obama**

Based on the different profession of the speaker, firstly the researchers would explain that Steve Jobs is a businessman which proven by his profession as a founder of Apple Inc and by a sentence of “We worked hard, and in 10 years Apple had grown ...... with over 4,000 employees”, it told about his struggle in starting his business of Apple with his friend, Woz, in his parents’ garage and they made it develop with many employees. Then, Barack Obama is a politician which proven by his profession as a 44th President of America and by a sentence of “I have talked a lot about your government’s responsibility .... where the students are not getting the opportunities that they deserve”, it told that he tried to fix all the government’s problems which made people especially students difficult in making their dreams come true. From the explanation above, the researchers did not find many differences of mood types in both of the speeches, but they have a difference which seen from the number of mood types found in their speeches.

Steve Jobs produces 325 clauses and Barack Obama produces 377 clauses in each of their speeches. From the number of clauses, it shows that a politician tells something more in a speech than a businessman does which supported by the use of declarative mood found in their speeches, there are 302 clauses (93%) produced by Steve Jobs and 356 clauses (94.4%) are produced by Barack Obama.

**Excerpt 1:**

- **Today I want to tell you three stories from my life.** (Steve Jobs)
- **I am here because I want to talk with you about your education.** (Barack Obama)

In those examples, they are statements that belong to declarative mood which used by the speaker (Steve Jobs and Barack Obama) to tell about their aim in delivering a speech. Both of the clauses were delivered in the beginning of the speech to introduce what they were going to discuss. In that moment, Steve Jobs would like to tell about three stories of his hard life in doing his education, starting his business, until facing his cancer. While in the speech of Barack Obama, he wanted to tell the audience/students that he was going to discuss about education especially for the responsibility of each student in achieving their dreams.

Concerning with the number of the use of interrogative mood, it is stated that a businessman does not interact a lot with the audience than a politician does which proven by the clauses produced. Steve Jobs produces only 4 clauses (1.2%) and Barack Obama produces more with 8 clauses (2.1%) of interrogative mood.

**Excerpt 2:**

- **(1) Do you want him?**
  (Steve Jobs)
- **(2) So why did I drop out?**
- **(3) How can get fired from a company you started?**

- **(1) How is everybody doing today?**
  (Barack Obama)
- **(2) (D)o you want to be a doctor, or a t teacher, or a police officer?**
- **(3) (D)o you want to be a nurse, or an architect,a lawyer or a member of our military?**

Those clauses are questions in form which used by the speakers (Steve Jobs and Barack Obama) to keep their communication going with the audience and in speech they do not require answers. Here, Steve Jobs’ first question was a direct sentence which used by
his biological parents when they called his adoptive parents and asked whether they wanted or not to adopt him. Then, for the second and third questions, he wanted to tell about the reason why he could be dropped out from his college and got fired from his own company by giving question to begin his story. While the first question of Barack Obama told that he wanted to greet the audience by asking how their life were in the beginning of his speech. Next, the second and third questions are used by Barack Obama to get the audience’s attention and try to make them think about what they want to be for their future.

On the other hand, based on the result, a businessman more often provides command than a politician does. It is supported by the use of imperative mood which showed from the number of the clauses produced. Steve Jobs produces 19 clauses (5,8%) and Barack Obama produces 13 clauses (3,5%) of imperative mood.

Excerpt 3:

- Let me give you one example. (Steve Jobs)
- Go ahead. And have a seat. (Barack Obama)

From the examples above, the speakers (Steve Jobs and Barack Obama) gave command clauses by asking the audience to do something and also by giving an understanding. Using a word ‘Let me’, Steve Jobs wanted to ask a permission to give the audience one example of his opportunities to learn about calligraphy after he had dropped out from his college. While the command of Barack Obama ‘Go ahead’ and ‘and have a seat’ delivered in the beginning of the speech to ask the audience to continue their business first and invite them to sit comfortably in order to make them pay attention to his speech well.

From the explanation above, the researchers conclude that Steve Jobs as a businessman and Barack Obama as a politician have a significant difference which can be seen from the use of interrogative and imperative mood. Steve Jobs as a businessman is more motivational because he often provides command clauses to give motivation to the audience, while Barack Obama as a politician is more interactive because he more often produces question clauses to keep interaction going with the audience.

The Similarities of Mood Types Found in the Speech Scripts of Steve Jobs and Barack Obama

After finding the difference, the researchers also found two similarities of mood types used in the speeches of Steve Jobs and Barack Obama. They are about the same dominant mood type and the same order of the use of mood types which are from the use of declarative mood, imperative mood, and interrogative mood.

The first similarity found in the speeches is about the dominant mood type. Both of the speeches have the same dominant mood type, it is declarative mood because it has highest number among the other mood types. Steve Jobs produces 93% and Barack Obama produces 94,4% of declarative mood which showed by many statements in the speeches. This finding is in line with the previous research, Ye (2010). This research found that declarative mood is the dominant mood type produced by Barack Obama in his victory speech. In his speech, he congratulated his Republican rival John McCain and his running mate Sarah Palin for their achievements in the presidential campaign and also praised his campaign team as one of the best in history even thanked his family for their support during the presidential campaign.

The second similarity of mood types used in the speeches is about the order of the use of mood types. According to the percentage number of mood types, both of the speeches have the same order from declarative, imperative, and interrogative mood. The researchers found that declarative mood is a great majority in both of the speeches with 93% (Steve Jobs) and 94,4% (Barack Obama). It is proven by many statements which produced by the speakers, such as ‘And here I was spending all of the money’ and ‘I lived in Indonesia for a few years’. Those clauses are statements which used by the speakers to tell the facts about their experience in past they faced before they became successful people right now. The next order is imperative mood which proven by command used by the speakers functioned to ask, invite or give instruction to the audience to do something. Steve Jobs produces 5,8% and Barack Obama produces 3,5% of imperative mood. They used some commands in clauses such as ‘Do not lose faith’ and ‘And do everything’. Those clauses are the commands used by the speakers to ask something to do to the audience in order to make them enthusiastic in facing life and achieving their dreams. The last order is interrogative mood which marked by question in form that used to ask or keep
interaction during the speech. Steve Jobs produces 1.2% and Barack Obama produces 2.1% of interrogative mood, which proven by some clauses as ‘How can you get fired from a company you started?’ and ‘What will a President say about what all of you did for this country?’. Those clauses are questions in form which are in self-questioning clause requiring no answer. Here, they used the questions to have interaction with the audience and make them think about the answer for themselves. This finding is supported by Yang (2017) which showed that in Barack Obama’s Inaugural Address had the same order of the use of mood types. In this research, declarative mood was in the first place which in form of statements that functioned to give as much as possible information to the audience with which he succeeded in recalling his presidential election campaign, expressing his gratitude to his supporter, making promises and inspiring the audience to go through the difficulties with the whole nation. In the second place was imperative mood which could appeal the audience to follow the addressee’s instruction. While the last order was interrogative mood, in this speech there was no interrogative mood.

Based on the similarities, the researchers state that the speeches of Steve Jobs as a businessman and Barack Obama as a politician have the same main function to give and tell information and facts which proven by the use of declarative mood as the dominant mood type.

The Interpretation of Mood Types Used in the Speech Scripts of Steve Jobs and Barack Obama

1. Declarative Mood

Declarative mood used in the speeches are 302 clauses in Steve Jobs’ speech and 356 clauses are in Barack Obama’s speech. In these speeches, many clauses belong to declarative mood. These are the examples of declarative mood:

- After six months, I could not see the value in it. (Steve Jobs)
- My father left my family. (Barack Obama)

Based on the examples above, it proves that declarative mood is the clauses in form of statements which tell or give an information or fact. For the first clause, Steve Jobs shared about his education which he took in university level. After six months studied there he thought that he did not get anything from it, he felt that it was useless for his life, moreover he also felt as a burden for his parents in spending their money to study in the expensive university. The second clause told about the life of Barack Obama who left by his father when he was two years old and he had to see his mother became a single mom who struggled alone to raise him, worked hard to get money for their daily life, it was so distressed for him.

2. Imperative Mood

Imperative mood used in the speeches are 19 clauses in Steve Jobs’ and 13 clauses are in Barack Obama’s. Here are some clauses of imperative mood used in the speeches:

- Keep looking. Do not settle. (Steve Jobs)
- Give yourselves a big round applause. (Barack Obama)

From the examples above, they belong to the clauses of imperative mood. They are in commands form which functioned to ask or give instruction and to give motivation to the audience. Steve Jobs as a businessman used these clauses of command to motivate the audience to always try and not easy to be satisfied of the things they got and always interested to do something for making their lives more precious. While for the next clause, Barack Obama as a politician used this command in the beginning of speech to give instruction to the audience to give big applause of the outstanding host of Wakefield High School which provided time and place for the event held with all students of America. In this event, Barack Obama had an occasion to deliver his speech which told about education and inspiration of his life story and even giving motivation for them to achieve goals by studying hard.

3. Interrogative Mood

There are interrogative mood produced in both of the speeches. Steve Jobs uses 4 clauses and Barack Obama uses 8 clauses of interrogative mood. The followings are the examples of interrogative mood used in the speeches:

- How can you get fired from a company you started?
- What discoveries will you make?

Those examples above belong to interrogative mood which are questions in form. In a speech, kind of question is in fact of self-questioning that does not need answer from the
audience. They have function to keep the interaction and communication going between the speaker and the audience. The researchers state that question form in speech can make the audience active in thinking and imagining the answer of the question for themselves. Steve Jobs presented the question to make the audience think why it could happen to the founder of the company itself. He had built and developed the company with his hard work and suddenly he had to get fired only because of the different vision with the directors. The question clause used by Barack Obama aimed to make the audience realize that they had to try making a new discovery for their country. Before asking question, Barack Obama introduced some successful people who made a creation and discovery for the country even for the world. He told about J.K Rowling who wrote her first book of Harry Potter which was rejected 12 times and finally with her hard work it could be published. He told about the successful people because he wanted to tell that we would never get a succeed if we never failed, so with getting failed we could make it as a lesson to do better, better, and better.

After describing the findings of the research, the researchers interpret that the speeches of Steve Jobs as a businessman and Barack Obama as a politician have three types of mood, they are declarative, imperative and interrogative mood. The use of declarative mood functions to give and tell more information and fact that proven by many statements produced in the speeches which has the highest percentage number among the other mood types. Furthermore, their speeches also contain imperative mood which functions to ask to do something and motivate the audience by using clauses of command, and they contain of interrogative mood which functions to keep communication going during the speech and make the audience active in thinking the answer of the question for themselves which delivered by the speaker.

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This research takes the speeches of Steve Jobs and Barack Obama as samples to analyze the mood types found in the public speeches of a businessman and a politician. The data result shows that there are a difference and two similarities of mood types used in their speeches. A businessman is more motivational than a politician which proven by the use of imperative mood, Steve Jobs provides higher number of imperative mood with 5,8% than Barack Obama with 3,5%. Then, from the use of interrogative mood, it shows that a politician is more interactive than a politician. Steve Jobs produces less number of interrogative mood with 1,2% than Barack Obama with 2,1%. For the similarities, both of the speeches have the same dominant mood type which has the highest percentage number among the other mood types, it is declarative mood. The dominant mood type used in the speeches indicates that the speeches have main function to tell or give information and facts to the audience, followed by asking and giving instruction and motivation, and keeping interaction going between the speaker and audience during the speech.

This research is still lack in some theory, so the researchers suggest that the readers or further researchers can try to analyze mood types not only in speech but also in another sources, such as poem or advertisement.
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